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**Abstract:**
In one implementation, a mechanism for generating a user-friendly, economical, adaptable and simplified system for exploring/designing a kc cycle transient fault secured datapath circuit for transient single and multi-cycle faults based on user power/area and delay budget with module that intelligently/aptly applies cut insertion for delay reduction during high level synthesis, is disclosed. For achieving the same an apparatus (1500) is configured to design a kc cycle transient fault secured dual/double modular redundancy (DMR) system, for generating at least one scheduled data flow graph (SDFG) DMR systems, and thereby optimizing an operating expense (at least time and/or resource) of the DMR system obtained based on user power-delay constraints, the apparatus comprising a receiving module (1510), a SDFG generation module (1512), and a hardware allocation module (1514).

**Complete Specification**

1. A method to be used by an apparatus, to design a kc-cycle transient fault secured dual/ double modular redundancy (DMR) system, for generating at least one scheduled control data flow graph (SDFG) DMR system, the method comprising:
   - receiving:
     - at least one particle position denoting a datapath configuration;
     - at least one fault security constraint indicating a strength of transient fault; and
   - a module library indicating at least one hardware unit available for allocation to at least one operation of the scheduled data flow graph (SDFG) generated;
   - generating the scheduled control data flow graph (SDFG), according to the particle position denoting the datapath configuration, wherein the SDFG comprises at least one schedule of at least one original unit and at least one duplicate unit; and
   - allocating the hardware unit available from the module library to the operation of the scheduled data flow graph (SDFG) DMR system generated, according to at least one fault security conditions, based on the particle position denoting the datapath configuration.

2. A method to be used by an apparatus, to design a kc-cycle transient fault secured dual/ double modular redundancy (DMR) system, for generating at least one scheduled control data flow graph (SDFG) DMR system, and thereby optimizing an operating expense (at least time and/or resource) of the DMR system obtained based on user power-delay constraints, the method comprising:
   - receiving:
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